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The reserved set of audible alarm signals embodied within the global medical alarm system standard, IEC 60601-1-8, are known to be problematic and in need of updating. The current alarm signals are not only suboptimal, there is also little evidence beyond learnability (which is known to be poor) demonstrating their performance in realistic and representative clinical environments. In this paper we describe the process of first designing, and then testing, potential replacement audible alarm signals for IEC 60601-1-8, starting with the design of several sets of candidate sounds, initial tests on learnability and localizability, followed by testing in simulated clinical environments. We demonstrate that in all tests the alarm signals selected for further development outperform the current alarm signals (by a long way), and we describe the process of collecting considerably more data on the performance of the new sounds than we have for the current sounds, which will ultimately be of use to end-users. We also reflect on the process and practice of working with the relevant committees and other practical issues beyond the science which also need constant attention if the alarms we have developed are to be included successfully in an updated version of the standard.
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1. **Introduction**

Audible alarm signals are very important across high-workload industries and their use in those environments is not always driven by the best science, but by other factors such as customer reaction, budget, lack of expertise in design and application of knowledge, inflexible and/or conservative approaches to known problems, and so on. Therefore there are many examples of high-workload, safety-critical environments where the audible alarm signals leave much to be desired in terms of both their implementation and design, though increasingly there are also many examples of thoughtful and designed implementations. In clinical environments the problem of bad alarm system implementation has reached colossal proportions, where patient deaths have been attributed to ‘alarm fatigue’ (Drew et al, 2014; Sendelbach & Funk, 2013). Until a national summit in the US in 2011 (http://www.aami.org/events/eventdetail.aspx?ItemNumber=1153&loggedOut=True), little was being done about the general problem of alarm condition over-use but now there are well-documented and successful attempts to reduce the problem of over-alarming in general (Cvach, 2012; Welch et al, 2011; Whalen et al, 2014). The audible alarm signals that annunciate the hazards have traditionally also left a lot to be desired from the point of view of design, but now that the broader alarm system problems are slowly being resolved, the time is right to improve upon the audible alarm signals as well. In this paper we describe a project intended to upgrade and update the audible alarm signals in a global medical equipment standard.

The challenge of carrying out what is essentially an applied, customer-based problem while maintaining the best scientific approach one can muster is a challenge. This issue is
highlighted by Morrow and Durso (2011) in their editorial on a special issue of JEP:Applied on Cognitive Issues in Healthcare. They introduce their papers thus:

‘…we focus on the need for research that is sufficiently comprehensive to identify threats to patient safety, yet specific enough to explain how provider and patient factors interact with task and health context to engender these threats. Such research should be theory-based, yet also problem-driven; exert experimental control over theoretically relevant variables, yet also involve participants, tasks, and contexts that represent the problems of interest. A tension exists between theory-based, experimentally controlled research on the one hand, and problem-driven research with representative situations on the other’ (p.191)

The challenge in terms of audible alarm signal design is to bring the scientific evidence to bear on the problem, but also to commit at some point during the process to a specific set or set of sounds so that a research database can be built around them.

The evidence base for auditory alarm signal design is considerably more advanced than the typical sorts of alarm signals that are used in practice might suggest. Bridging the ‘valley of death’ between theory and application is always a problem, made more acute in auditory work given the difficulty of talking to non-experts (often the client) about sound in any abstract way, and given the predisposition that clients have to like or dislike a sound designed for a specific application. Reactions to alarms can sometimes be colored by the existing, often adverse, alarm environment. For example, nurses are typically already overwhelmed with alarm signals (Honan et al, 2015) so anything which looks like an addition to the alarm system environment (such as a new set of audible alarm sounds) needs to be presented within the context of a transition which will ultimately be of benefit to those working with those alarms on a day-in, day-out basis.
2. The standard: IEC 60601-1-8

IEC 60601 is a set of standards concerned with the safety of medical electrical equipment (so covers almost all medical equipment). Parts 1-8 specifies the basic safety and essential performance requirements and tests for the alarm systems contained within that equipment. Thus this standard governs almost all medical equipment across the globe. It was published first in 2006, then updated in 2012, had something of an update in 2015 and is due for another, major update by the end of 2019. The key feature of the standard in terms of audible alarm signals is that it specifies the acoustic and structural elements of the audible alarm signals that should accompany specific clinical hazards or categories (IEC, 2012).

The reserved set of alarm signals was designed with the best of intentions (Block et al, 2000), based on some aspects of what was known about alarm signal design at the time (but not all). The sounds embodied important acoustic features that would increase their resistance to masking (compared at least with single harmonics), and improve their general acceptability over the earlier beeps, buzzers, and bells. The structure of the alarm signals and their categories is shown in Table 1. There are eight categories of risk specified. Each has a high- and a medium-priority form. In our studies only the high-priority version was tested, though generic medium- and low-priority alarm signals were also tested for this update.
Table 1: IEC 60601-1-8 High Priority Alarm Signal Characteristics (from Edworthy et al, 2017a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function of Alarm</th>
<th>Alarm Signal Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: c c c – c c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power down</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: C c c – C c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: c e g – g C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfusion</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: c f# c – c f#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Administration</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: C d g – C d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: C b a – g f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: c a f – a f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>A burst of three regularly spaced pulses (each pulse ranging between 100ms – 300ms), followed by a burst of two regularly spaced pulses in the following pattern: c d e – f g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A key problem with the design was that the alarm signals, which sound like short, tonal melodies, all possess the same number of pulses and the same rhythm, making them very hard to distinguish between (Lacherez et al, 2007; Sanderson et al, 2006; Wee & Sanderson, 2008). The lack of diversity between the sounds is a major contributor to the known problems with learning and recognizing these alarm signals, and the finding is no surprise given that our ability to distinguish between stimuli depends on the number of dimensions along which they vary (Miller, 1956). A shared rhythm is also a key component of a listener’s confusion between sounds (Patterson 1982). Calls to update and improve the sounds have been numerous, with the designer of the sounds himself issuing an apologia for the current sounds (Block, 2008).

It has become clear that almost anything would be better than the current alarm signals, which presents its own problem. Atyeo and Sanderson (2015) demonstrated that a similar set of alarm signals designed prior to the 2006 version of IEC 60601-1-8 (designed for an earlier version of the standard, Patterson et al 1986) outperform the current alarm signals, and other evidence shows that a random set of audible sounds, with no association to the meanings or functions of the alarm conditions, was easier to learn than the current alarm signals (Edworthy et al, 2014). The earlier (1986) set of sounds was rejected on a non-empirical basis which allowed interested parties to call into a telephone line and listen to the alarm sounds, and then to voice an opinion. However, that was the 1980s and patently, replacing the current alarm signals with sounds that simply perform better than the current alarm signals – even those designed in the 80s which turned out to be better than the alarm signals in the standard - is not enough.
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Commentary 1

Despite knowing of the existence of the ‘IEC 60601-1-8 alarm problem’ for years prior to the start of the project, it was important to conduct the project with the endorsement of the body charged with updating the standard rather than conducting the work in isolation and then presenting it to that body, and to wait for a head of steam to build up over any potential replacement. The bodies in this case are the IEC 60601-1-8 and AAMI 60601-1-8 standards committees, through an IEC alarm systems joint working group, which have a common core and some cross-over membership. Access to this group was made possible by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) having an open policy on membership of its own parallel IEC 60601-1-8 committee, AAMI 60601-1-8. The first author joined and began attending meetings. AAMI later made a grant to the first author to carry out the initial development work.

Changing and updating standards is akin to the proverbial changing of the course of a ship using a teaspoon. The process of bringing about change in standards is very slow, and requires sustained attention. The challenges and demands of achieving global standardization in our increasingly technological world is well-documented across several spheres such as finance and medical devices (Abbot & Snidal, 2001; Cheng, 2003; Hallstrom, 2004; Mattli & Büthe, 2003). Achieving standardization even of the relatively straightforward and contained issue of medical device alarms inevitably involves stakeholders with many different vested interests, most of which are market- and financially-driven.

The fate of earlier work heightens our awareness of non-empirically-based criticisms and potential scuppering, which is best met with empirically-based answers. Thus a key
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3. The process

Figure 1 shows the process we have adopted in developing the alarm sounds

Figure 1: The stages of updating the audible alarm signals for IEC 60601-1-8

Whereas medical equipment audible alarm signals have traditionally been produced by poor quality sounding devices, many medical devices are now equipped with good quality speakers. Sound storage and reproduction is also much cheaper, all of which means that, potentially, almost any sound can be used as an alarm signal, and the sound reproduction can be of high quality. This doesn’t make the work of the designer any easier, indeed it focuses the effort required to demonstrate that any new alarm signals are not only ‘better’, but ‘the best’, or among the best, possible. A key question is what constitutes ‘best’. Here, we have to start with learnability (whether or not it is important, though it...
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probably is) as learnability is the only data we have on the current alarm sounds and comparisons are a good starting point, indeed essential in making the preliminary arguments for adoption of any new sounds.

3.1. Basic design

There is ample evidence to show that the concrete-abstract continuum plays a big role in the learnability of sounds, and there are many published examples of ‘auditory icon’ alarm signal designs which outperform abstract sounds (Belz et al, 1999; Edworthy et al, 2014; Graham, 1999; Keller & Stevens, 2004; Leung et al, 1997; Perry et al, 2007; Petocz et al, 2008; Stephan et al, 2006; Ulfvengren, 2003). Auditory icons, which are typically real-world sounds with direct associations to their meanings, are obviously high in their concreteness though there are other ways in which metaphors can be achieved. Actual speech-based sounds (including speech itself) are also readily learnable, as demonstrated in encouraging findings for ‘spearcons’, speech-based alarm sounds in a clinical context (Li et al, 2017). For the standard itself it was felt that speech was not appropriate, but we did include a set of alarms for testing which were based on word rhythms and patterns.

We developed four sets of sounds which used different types of metaphors for the eight alarm conditions, and compared them to the current sounds, which have no, or very minimal, metaphors. We tested them in terms of learnability and localizability. In one (‘word rhythms’), the eight words of the functions were imitated and stylized in terms of number of syllables, rhythm, and tonal structure. For example, the Cardiovascular alarm was a 6-tone, evenly-spaced sound (‘Car-di-o-vas-cu-lar’) with the first three pitches were the same, and the second three were the same, with the second three lower than the first. This set is
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mapping (i.e. the current sounds, which did make some attempt at mnemonics). A second set (‘Resilient’) were designed with lower acoustic fidelity, aimed at devices which might have low sound reproduction quality. For these, half again used the word-rhythm association and half used simple metaphors – for example, for temperature the alarm sound was a tone glide upwards and for power down it was a tone glide downwards. We expected these metaphors to be relatively easy to learn, and the word rhythms to be approximately the same as for the ‘word rhythm’ set. The other two sets were both auditory icons, one set of which contained an abstract ‘pointer’ and one of which did not. The sets were identical other than this. For each of the eight alarm categories, a combination of focus groups, questionnaires and repeated discussions within the research group led to the identification of appropriate metaphors for each of the alarm conditions. For some alarm conditions the most appropriate metaphor was obvious (for example, a heartbeat sound for Cardiovascular) but for others the most appropriate metaphor was less obvious. Although we refined and tested three metaphors for each function in later testing (see later), subsequently it turned out that by and large we had selected the ‘best’ metaphors at this first attempt. We also took care to ensure that there was acoustic variability across the set of auditory icons, in order to minimise possible confusion.

The learnability data for the sound sets can be seen in Figure 2. All of our designs were more memorable than the existing set (all lines on the graph were significantly different from one another except the two at the top), but there was variation across our experimental sets also, with the auditory icon sets being the most memorable. The performance data suggests that we have covered the range of responses here, in that the performance for the auditory icons was almost at ceiling level from the start, and the
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Figure 2: Percentage correct responses for each set of alarm signals, across ten trials (from Edworthy et al 2017a)

The candidate alarm signals were also varied in their harmonic complexity and denseness, as by and large more harmonically dense sounds are easier to localize. Very few tests of alarm signal localizability have been conducted (Alali, 2011; Catchpole et al, 2004; Vaillancourt et al, 2014), though localizability is often a pertinent issue in clinical care (for example in a multibed ICU). Our results confirmed that the more harmonically dense alarm signals were easier to localize, and that the least complex, the current alarm signals, were weakest in localizability (Edworthy et al, 2017a).

Reflection 2

The findings from the basic study (Edworthy et al 2017a) were presented to the standards alarm system joint working group in April 2016. They were also presented to the AAMI ES061-1-8 committee in June 2016, and to a meeting of the AAMI alarms coalition in..
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July 2016. The empirical evidence was presented along with the sounds As a consequence of this, the alarm system joint working group decided they wished to go ahead with the auditory icons plus pointer design, and supplied a list of activities, some formative and some summative, they would like to see undertaken prior to the committee recommending the adoption of the alarm signals into the standard. A further grant from AAMI to the first author was negotiated on this basis.

Another unexpected consequence is that there appears to be a substantial amount of dissent over the categories of risk themselves. We have approached this by writing a paper to open out discussion of the categories themselves (Edworthy et al, 2017b). AAMI has made a grant available to Dr Wright to carry out research on this issue.

3. Formative testing

Mindful of Morrow & Durso’s call for the use of contexts, tasks, and participants of relevance (2011), the formative testing involves more realistic tasks, using clinically-trained participants. Using a range of already-developed and published techniques (Bennett & McNeer, 2012; Bennett et al 2015; McNeer et al 2016), a paradigm was developed whereby trained anesthesiologists carried out a short clinical simulation task. They were required to monitor two patients and respond to alarm signals by indicating the nature of the alarm condition (its category), and their reaction times also were measured. Prior to this they were given a brief exposure to either the auditory icon plus pointer alarm signals, or the current IEC alarm signals. Results indicated very early on that the auditory icons produced faster and more accurate responses than the current IEC alarm signals (McNeer et al, 2017a, b). Results of the early trials can be seen in Figure 3. Secondary workload and fatigue
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icons are also less frustrating and impede performance less than the current alarm signals.

Here, we may be tapping into ‘alarm fatigue’. This is important, because though the concept of alarm fatigue is generally accepted, and there certainly is a clinical alarm problem, the details of its manifestation and dimensions are somewhat sketchy (Deb & Claudio, 2015; Kristensen et al, 2016; Rayo & Moffat-Bruce, 2015).
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Figure 3: Mean percentage correct identification and mean reaction times to the new alarm signals (‘Icons’) or the current IEC alarm signals (‘IEC’) (from McNeer et al, 2017a). x axis = percent correct, y axis = IEC audible alarms (‘IEC’) or auditory icons (‘ICONS’). ‘Patient 1’ and ‘Patient 2’ refer to the two simulated patients being monitored by participants. A shows percent correct and B shows reaction time.

The final phase of the formative testing in simulation was to test three versions of each auditory icon. Three different auditory icons were generated for each function (we also added two further functions, ‘brain activity’ and ‘monitor error’ see comments about the categories later) and tested each of them in the simulation paradigm. We derived a ‘dream’ and a ‘nightmare’ set dependent on performance. The compound results for both reaction time and accuracy in identification is shown in Figure 4, which has undergone a transformation so that for both measures, higher scores are better. Here we see that the ‘dream’ team outperforms the ‘nightmare’ team (statistically significantly) and that lower reaction times are associated with more accurate recognition. Thus, some auditory icons simply work better than others.
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Figure 4: Binary response (a transformed composite of reaction time and accuracy) for ‘dream’ and ‘nightmare’ alarm sets. x axis = accuracy/time index relative to best performing sound for RT (Temperature); y axis = 10 alarm sound categories

Other studies currently being carried out as part of the formative (and more recently summative) testing include the audibility of the alarm signals in realistic listening conditions; findings thus far indicate that the sounds work well in relatively low signal-to-noise ratios (a finding being demonstrated for alarm signals more generally in other studies (Schlesinger et al, 2014; Stevenson et al, 2013) and that the presence of the pointer enhances audibility. The pointer in particular was found to be audible in noise that was four times louder.
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Reflection 3

Because the alarm signals are intended for the update of the standard and therefore access to them will be of commercial advantage, the final sounds will be released to medical instrumentation companies via a website, through AAMI (the final details of this process are yet to be decided). Several companies are keen to do their own testing on the sounds once they are released. Another aspect of updating the standard is to update and enhance the guidance given to stakeholders, particularly sound designers, human factors engineers working with clinical device safety, medical instrument companies and test houses, among others.

3.3. Summative testing and other work

The summative testing will follow the broad protocols of the formative testing, with additional researchers testing the sounds in a range of clinical environments using protocols yet to be developed, as well as accepted and published protocols (Schlesinger et al, 2014; Stevenson et al, 2013). There is also other, related work being conducted. Dr Bolton is currently leading an AHRQ-funded project grant looking at the issue of masking of auditory alarm signals with specific reference to IEC 60601-1-8 (Hasanain et al, 2017). This research will fill a large gap in terms of understanding where and when auditory masking will occur, which is somewhat beyond the scope of the immediate project described but is very important in general terms in understanding audible alarms from a human factors perspective. This model checking approach uses formal methods, which are computing methods used for the specification, verification, and modelling of systems. It works as
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propositions of the system. If the properties hold, the model can confirm this, and if it
doesn’t hold (i.e. it throws up a counterexample) then the specific set of values which gives
rise to the counterexample can be checked. Thus it is an efficient way of assessing a system
which could otherwise not be achieved. It has often been used to assess automated systems
in human factors but not for auditory masking specifically. The model uses several sub-
models including a clock submodel, an alarms submodel, and a masking computation
submodel. Using actual audible alarms as input, the model can predict whether alarms will
mask one another or not under specific conditions (for example, the onset of the timing of
one alarm relative to one or more others). The model is still in the process of refinement
and testing with human participants. Naturally this project is aware of both the current
alarm signals and the projected new alarm signals, which will help ensure its validity as a
practical instrument and also pushes the functionality of the software to more complex
masking tasks. We are also carrying out more theoretical studies on the contributions of
strength of metaphorical link and auditory diversity in sound set learning, as these two
dimensions are thought to be large contributors to the effectiveness of any set of alarm
signals.

Reflection 4

The work is on track to be completed to the satisfaction of the IEC alarm system joint
working group well before the updated standard is published in 2019. By this time, there will
be several published papers documenting the performance of the alarm signals from basic
testing to their performance in simulated environments, their performance in noise and in
other, increasingly realistic, tasks. Of course, the project will not have reached a satisfactory
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conclusion until the alarm signals and the relevant advice is embodied within the standard
and there is still a way to go and other possible unknown threats along the way.

We anticipate that our work will improve patient safety and clinical work
performance, as well as contributing to the science of alarm design and implementation.
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